Abstract We present the integration of the optical and electronic subsystems of a BB84-QKD fiber link. A high speed FPGA MODEM generates the random QPSK sequences for a fiber-optic delayed self-homodyne scheme using APD detectors.
Introduction
pulses at the average value of 0.1 photon/bit, In fiber-optic quantum key distribution (QKD) of the reference pulse and the key pulse increased opticl puses re fd int Alie's nbalnced the probability of detecting the key bit despite the Interferometer: Alice's fainted key pulse QPSK signal peec frltvl ose eeec us hc is podued n te logerarmwit an OM-, wile brought about some false counts. Since reference unmoulaedplse pas thoug th shoterarm pulses were stronger than key pulses, more than I with accurate polarization control. Strong attenuation poo/i a eetbea h P eetr,a h together with the losses in the longer arm (due to repetition rate of 1MHz. EOM-A as well as the connection between standard and maintain polarization fibers) produces modulated Fiue2sthhsoga ofhemsrmntfa constant key bit where l)A-l)B = 0. The false clicks on Detector 2 were due to the following causes: a) the then analyzed: the DFF that has the highest unsatisfactory extinction ratio of the reference pulses; metastability serves as a seed for a Pseudo-RNG b) the polarization imperfections of the laser pulse (Random Number Generator Electronic-subsystem The MODEM is connected to the network so that In a view not to slow down the overall BB84 system, Alice and Bob can communicate their bases choices the random phases (cI)1, cj)2, and l)3) must be to extract the quantum keys. This transfer is provided at a rate possibly higher than the repetition asynchronous and possibly much faster than the rate. Moreover, it must be able to sustain burst buffer quantum bit rate. read from the network. The typical data rates are presented in Tab. 1.
Conclusions Table 1 The synchronization of the system is implemented in stable long distance QKD system. Since the quantum both optical and electronic layers as shown in Fig 3. efficiency of the APD detector is lower than 10%, the The phase drift is compensated by the optical signal strong reference pulse offers a good method to feedback while the bit-level synchronization is improve the key detectability. delegated to the electronics, named here as MODEM. Consequently, a FPGA device is used to generate the random sequences at a constant throughput. References To achieve a random bit generation rate higher than 
